
PAC General Meeting - Minutes 
 

September 23, 2020 

ATTENDEES 
Ariel, Agnes & Stephen, Olesya Aleksandrova, Bita Alireza, Luiza Alton, Nina Ameli, Mandana Beygi, 

Eleanor Black, Lisa Black, Klaus Boedker, Laura Botero, Zhou Chen, Anna Chen, Mahesh Chugani, 

Alexandra Cleland,Serena Dadon, Dina Daraee, Samira Enayati, Emilia Gallagher, Dominick Gauthier, 

Natalya Gladchenko, Steve Grigg, Chris Hegarty, Jennifer Heil, Julia Kutlubay, Steph LeComte, Amanda 

Liang, Steve Lord, Raquel Love, Samin Mah, AndrÃ©s Mahecha-Botero, Julia Mcconkey, Zahra Messenger, 

Melanie Miao, Michelle Morgan, Cindy Nairne, Fereshteh Nourbakhsh, Parham & Leila, Tania Pan, Lisa 

Romero, Michelle Ross, Parvaneh Saeedi, Sahar Safaie, Monique Schelle, Afsoon Shahravy, Sydney Smith, 

Hector Solis, Saghar Tofigh, Sheenagh Trembath, Nicole Trevethan, Robin Turnill, Victoria, Yalda Vand, 

Jun Wang, William Yang, Sarah Yassami, Tina Yuan, Mona Zanjanifar, Tara Zielinski 

1. CALL TO ORDER (Lisa B.) 
Meeting was called to order at 7:03 by Lisa B. She welcomed everybody in our PJ community to our first 

PAC Zoom meeting of 2020/2021 school year. 

2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA (Lisa B.) 
1st Sydney S., 2nd Saghar T. approved. 

3. VOTE FOR INCOMING 2020-21 PAC EXECUTIVE (Lisa B.) 
Monique S. posted the list of PAC Executive nominees for everyone to view. Nominees in attendance 

introduced themselves and a poll was taken to vote in the entire PAC executive. With 98% in favour, the 

vote was passed. Lisa B. welcomed the PAC Executive and officially passed the Chair role to Monique S. 

 

PAC EXECUTIVE NOMINEES 2020/2021 
 
Position Nominees 
Chair  Monique Schelle  
Vice Chair Sydney Smith 
Past Co-Chair Lisa Black 
Co-Treasurers Dina Daraee, Melanie Miao, Sarah Yassami 
Communications            Steph LeComte, Bita Lotfi, Tania Pan 
Co-Secretaries  Tania Pan & OPEN 
Class Parent Liaison Yalda Ahmadvand 



Volunteer Coordinator Robin Turnill *(to be voted in next PAC meeting) 
Fundraising Coordinator Raquel Love 
District PAC Representative Cindy Nairne 
PJ Park Coordinator Michelle Morgan 
Members at Large Linda Gour, Samira Enayati & Alex Cleland 

4. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF September 11, 2019 AGM (Monique S.) 
1st by Lisa B., 2nd Robin T. approved. 

5. BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES (Monique S.) 
 None at this time. 

6. WELCOME (Monique S.) 
Monique S. welcomed and thanked everyone for attending and voting in the PAC Executive. She thanked 

Lisa B. for her huge contribution as Treasurer and Chair. Monique S. thanked the 2019/20 executive 

committee and the new 2020/21 committee for the amount of work put in the last few weeks, handing 

over roles and bringing everything up-to-date. Monique S. recognized that this will be a very different 

year. Typically, the year starts out with a clear plan of what will happen and how everything will be 

funded. This year, everything will be changing as the year unfolds. The PAC would like to keep everyone 

safe, but also to keep some fun in our kids’ lives. The PAC would like to do so in a way that aligns with 

where PJ families and teachers are in terms of stress and willingness to participate. 

7. PRINCIPAL’S REPORT (Tara Z.) 

Welcome Back 

Tara Z. congratulated everybody and thanked the outgoing PAC Exec for their support over the last few 

years. She welcomed back families and was glad to see so many people attending the meeting. She 

acknowledged that it has been really challenging for everybody, for her, Mme Dixon and the teachers. 

Tara Z. appreciates all of the support and efforts to try and make something that is definitely not normal 

as normal as possible. She understands there is a lot of uncertainty and anxiety, but has confidence that 

West Vancouver schools are still the very best place for our children to be. Tara Z. feels very confident 

they are following the protocols every day, keeping the children happy, learning and most importantly 

keeping them safe. 

 
School Enrollment  

This year, the number of students at PJ is 438. The number is up from last year (421) and there are now 

19 divisions (previously 18). PJ is the biggest elementary school in West Vancouver with 81 new families 

this year. Tara Z. expressed the importance of finding creative ways to get parents involved. Since parents 

can't do some of the engaging activities that were done in the past, she would like to reach out in different 



ways to have the community feel connected. There are still wait lists for a few grade levels. Kindergarten 

has a waitlist of over 30 students. PJ is a place where people want to be and Tara Z. is very  proud of that, 

as are the parents. 

Staffing  

PJ has a lot of returning staff and a number of new staff. Curriculum evening is going to look different this 

year. Mme Dixon is back teaching grade two and also is the full-time Vice Principal, in Tara Z.’s opinion, 

the best and hardest job in the system. Mme Dixon has very long hours. Susie C. and Liz C. are back in the 

office. Tara Z. is very happy to have Ramona and Natalie. There are three TA’s and supervisors that will be 

working in the office and also outdoors with the children. Candace Charlton is back as counselor. Kamilla 

Pelka is PJ’s new music teacher this year. She came from West Bay and has a background in inquiry and 

IB. She's a newer teacher but she has a very strong musical background and is leading all the music 

programs. PJ has a couple of staff members that do not speak French and Mme Pelka is one of those 

teachers. Tara Z. is asking for support with this.  She just finished staffing this week and mentioned the 

difficulties of staffing. French immersion is very hard to find, not just teachers, but excellent teachers. 

Tara Z. does not falter until they're the best, but during Covid it was even more challenging. Some people 

said yes and then opted out at the last minute. She was working with HR throughout the summer. 

Therefore, if there's one or two areas that she had to give in, English was a piece that had to be given up. 

Band will be shared this year with Irwin Park. Tara Z. regards Brad Daudlin as an unbelievable musician 

and bandleader. He also leads the West Vancouver band and will be teaching PJ’s grade sevens. Janine 

King will be teaching the grade sixes. There were a lot of grade sixes interested, but PJ can only take 12 

more. For the Library, Mme Gambin is back. She's not certain how long she can stay but she's been with us 

on and off as a TOC for years, and she covered for Mme Boulet last year. Library’s going to look very 

different because students will not be going to library this fall. Mme Gambin will be working in a different 

way, like many of us are. Kristin Payne is back with our hearing and Soraya is our speech and language 

pathologist again this year. Mme Powell is teaching  primary Fine Arts. She's so excited about it and she is 

so good at that. Robin Hood is back as PJ’s gifted learning support teacher. Mme Visona is back. Mme Pelz, 

who is the other ELL teacher this year, is also at West Bay. She has a background in ELL and learning 

support. Connie, Nooshi and the new EA Christelle, who is fluent in French are the three education 

assistants. Antonio and Adam are back as custodians. They have been working around the clock. They're 

always there and they're doing all of the cleaning procedures. Mme Belanger and M. Ma (new to us this 

year) are teaching LFI seven. M. Kittredge, Mme Gabrielle and Mme Stina are sharing LFI six. Mme Parr 

and Mme Lang are back with EFI six/seven. Mme Dupuis is the new EFI six/seven teacher. She’s from 

Quebec and spent a lot of time in Squamish. Mme Sylvie and Mme Gendron are back in the four/fives. 

Mme Thiel moved up to four/five. She said to Tara Z. last week that she loves the move. Mme G is back 

and a new grade three teacher from Cedardale, Mme Michelle. Mme Lacock is back in grade two. Mme 

Dixon is sharing with Mme Gabrielle. Mme Sophie is also in grade two. Mme Schwartz and Mme Simone 

are back in grade one. Mme Dawkins is back teaching Kindergarten. Mme Laura Nixon, who was teaching 

grade one two years ago is back from her adventures up north. She's teaching kindergarten while Mme 

Roper is on her maternity leave. 

Tara Z. spoke about staff illness protocols. The protocols in West Vancouver around staffing illness are 

very strict and very clear. There will be TOCs (teachers on call) coming into the building. A certain 

number of TOCs have been allocated this year to specific sites. The same TOCs will come only to PJ and to 

Cedardale and will be shared in order to cut down on the contact tracing. Just like the children, if teachers 

are not well, they are not allowed to come to school. There may be difficulties down the road due to 



cohort regulations. If a child comes home, Tara Z. will reach out if it's going to be longer than a couple of 

days. She is doing her best, but unfortunately, she does not have control over people's illness. She thanks 

families in advance for their patience. 

Covid 19 Concerns 

There are a lot of protocols that the school is expected to follow. Tara Z. is confident that they are doing a 

good job. She places a lot of importance on rules and protocols. She acknowledged the feelings of anxiety 

from everyone and would like to thank families for giving their children to the school every day. She said 

the children are in great hands socially, emotionally, academically, and especially with the health and 

safety. She would like families to know that she is watching very carefully to make sure that everything is 

followed with the children, with parents. She is firm in the messages going out because there's a good 

reason. She wants the kids and staff to be safe because they're her responsibility. There are over 470 

people in the building. She is doing her best to take care of everyone. She will make sure that in the 

ebulletins, information is shared with everyone. If it is imminent or more emergency based, she will send 

an email that will not be bulletin related. She asks that families please read the bulletins because this year 

it's more important than ever. She currently receives 1500 to 1800 emails a day. Therefore, she asks that 

before sending an email, to please read thoroughly through the communications that are sent out. She 

doesn’t miss details, only perhaps 1% of the time and apologizes if she does. But she is very clear on the 

messaging and very thorough. Susie is not a personal assistant and she is working 24/7 with Tara to make 

sure that this messaging is getting out. Having to repeat it for parents that aren't reading through 

properly is just more time consuming for her where she could be allocating that time to other ways of 

support. 

The new checklist from the BC Center for Disease Control came out. Tara Z. suggests that parents print it 

out. There are now seven symptoms that are related to COVID, not the original 17 from a week ago. She 

asks that families please familiarize themselves with that and use that checklist to make sure that 

everyone is healthy and safe. She has been getting this question a lot lately. “What about allergies?” If the 

child has a pre-existing condition like an allergy, and the office knows about it (parents have informed the 

school), the child can come to school. If the child develops a cold, and it isn't any of the symptoms of those 

seven symptoms, Tara Z. asks that the child stays home until he or she is feeling better. If the child has any 

of the seven symptoms, then it is the family's responsibility to call 811. Get advice from the medical 

professionals. Then Tara asks that parents be in contact with her directly to keep her abreast of what is 

going on. Information shared only with Tara will remain confidential. She does not advise on health 

issues, she lets people know the protocols, what you can and can't do. The health authorities are the ones 

that will tell you if you need to get a covid test, if you need to stay home, if you need to self isolate. They 

are also the ones that contact Tara directly and confidentially. As educators, Tara said they act only on the 

advice and the information of the medical professionals and they do not make those calls. She warned 

against the hearsay since there was some news over the weekend in the North Shore news. Tara quoted 

Bonnie Henry’s “be kind, be calm and be safe”. She stressed that spreading rumors about things you know 

nothing about is doing nothing to support or help anybody. She reiterated that communication should be 

with Tara only. Everything should go through her and therefore remain confidential. Tara referenced 

West Vancouver superintendent’s blog called “The Culture of Yes” and at the moment, the staff joke is that 

it is “The Culture of No”. She said that it’s not very fun but that they will try and find fun when possible. 



What can we do? 

Tara Z. advised the school is not able to do any kind of food programs. However, after speaking with Chris 

Kennedy, there may be an opportunity to reintroduce it as a pilot. Unfortunately, PJ cannot have any 

adults in the school as volunteers right now. There will not be class parents for now. No organized sports 

or any user groups for the use of school sites allowed because the custodial staff is already highly taxed. 

There  isn’t enough manpower to make sure that the facilities for the children are kept to the standard if 

outside groups are allowed to come in. Tara Z. knows this is a huge hit to the District especially because 

money is tight this year. However, child safety is the District's priority. 

 FESL (School Goal) - Year Two 

Tara Z. outlined the FESL below. This is year two of the framework for enhancing student learning, the 

FESL goal. 

A. What we reflected upon and wanted for our students:  

Emergent Themes We want students/learners that: 

● Take ownership 

● Demonstrate resilience 

● Are problem-solver 

● Sense and demonstrate a sense of community 

● Are physically literate 

● Are regulated 

● Demonstrate empathy 

● Effectively use executive functioning skills and strategies 

● Are independent 

B. What we collaboratively decided upon and was shared with PAC/families last year in Year One:  

Goal: Students will demonstrate social, emotional and executive function skills to effectively respond and 

contribute to their community.  

Objective #1:  

• to develop and apply problem-solving strategies in a variety of contexts Objective #2:  

• to increase student understanding and use of effective self-regulation strategies to support their 

emotional well-being Objective #3:  

• to effectively utilize executive function skills to foster ownership and developmentally 

appropriate independence  

 C. Taking Action: What will we do differently?  

● We will revisit our Mission and Vision Statements; 

● We will revisit our Code of Conduct language to align with accessibility for Grades K-7 and 

provide a simple acronym (bilingual - accessible in French and English) whereby the main 

components/expectations are simple and clear; 



● We will intentionally teach self-regulation and executive functions skills; 

● We will access our Outdoor Learning Spaces more frequently (Pro-D opportunity from Parent 

Garden Committee and Coho Grant); 

● We will use our ‘Green Room’ for student choice/support when self-regulation is required; 

● We will access resources from our counsellor on self-reg, executive function (literature, push-in, 

lessons and building capacity); 

● We will provide staff with pro-d around Executive Function at staff meetings; 

● We will continue to use Stuart Shanker’s Domain language and strategies to support students 

that are finding it very challenging to regulate; 

● We will track a certain student sample grouping based on our SR checklists; 

● We will work towards a collaborative development of a K-7 Independence Checklist/Continuum; 

● We will develop some common language and consistency across all Grades K-7 around 

self-regulation; 

● MDI and EDI school results will be shared with staff and family in order to create specific, 

targeted goals for addressing areas of need; 

● Parent Education Sessions (three-part series that started last year to continue).  

Tara Z. spoke about the goals of children taking more ownership, demonstrating resilience, being 

independent problem solvers, to have a real sense of community, being physically literate and being 

healthy and active. Children that are regulated demonstrate empathy. The ability to frontally use 

executive functioning skills and strategies is a huge challenge for children these days. The overall three 

year goal for the children is to demonstrate social, emotional and executive function skills to effectively 

respond and contribute to their community, which has been called graduating gifts for children. Many 

kids have struggles, even playing soccer or manhunt. They can't problem solve, they can't work through 

things independently anymore. Children can develop those skills based on research and strategies that 

work in a school context. Also communicating with families about how they can help at home is 

important. Tara said to the teachers that the September curriculum is relationships. Many kids have not 

been in the building for seven months. They need to get the kids comfortable with their teacher and vice 

versa, and getting them to know their classmates.  The human brain, especially the child's brain, cannot 

learn if not regulated and if they're not feeling socially and emotionally safe. Finally, the goals are to 

effectively utilize those executive functioning skills with the hopes of fostering that ownership at a 

developmentally appropriate age, to create independence so that students aren't just going to their 

teacher, that they can do a lot of things on their own based on the strategies and the support that we 

implement. 

Tara Z. would like to revisit PJ’s mission and vision statements. She also would like to revisit our code of 

conduct which is quite archaic and has a lot of negativity. She’d like to create a short acronym so that 

children can know four or five expected behaviors. She’d like to fine tune everything to make it simple 

and clear for our children, kindergarten through grade seven. Students will access outdoor learning 

spaces much more frequently. The Coho grant wasn’t finished last year. The green room will be utilized 

for student choice, but not right now because of spacing and cleaning. When children need that space that 

still will be an option for them down the road. Candace Charlton is the expert in this area and will 

continue to build that capacity by going into the classrooms. Tara Z. will be leading the ProD this Friday 

around self regulation. They will continue to refer to Stuart Shanker’s work. 12 teachers did a book study 

with Tara Z. this summer on a fantastic book called “The Invisible Classroom”. Using Stuart Shanker’s Five 

Domains, they will track different student samples and then work towards a K to seven checklist. Just like 

they track their literacy and their numeracy, they can start to track independence, and then develop a 



common language that all children K to seven can access. Utilizing data from the middle years 

development indicator and the early years development indicator, two assessments that are done each 

year in the province, will continue. Tara Z. will continue to share those with Pac meetings everyone can 

see where the challenges and successes are. The parent education sessions that started last year will 

continue.  

Parent Welcome and Curriculum Event 

Parents will receive information specifically from each child's teacher. September 30 is curriculum night. 

K to two is from 5:00 to 5:25, three to five from 5:30 to 5:55 and then six/sevens after that. Teachers will 

be live on MS Teams as a grade group. The teachers will be giving just a background on the curriculum. 

They won’t be telling you about indoor shoes or to bring a jacket or where kids line up. Those things are 

sort of school related things and if parents need to know it'll go home and in a message from your teacher. 

Curriculum night will be an overall sweeping view of the year, and general expectations. It is also an 

opportunity for parents to see the teachers and “meet” them. It’ll be a 15 minute presentation, followed 

by some questions for the teachers. The presentations will be shared with families afterwards if they can't 

join or to review. All the information for getting on MS Teams will be shared with parents by the teachers. 

Tara Z. advised everyone to make sure they can get on. If parents are not able to, there will be a 

PowerPoint/recording that can be shared afterwards. 

Communication and Staying Current 

Tara Z. reminded everyone again about the importance of staying informed and staying current by 

reading communication from her ebulletins and the emails from Susie and teachers. Stay up to date with 

the web site calendars. She asked parents to please go to those resources to try and find the information 

there before being in touch with the school. It's really appreciated. 

Miscellaneous 

Tara Z. said thank you to Monique S. for her endless work and again to Lisa B. for all of her background 

and especially to the treasurers and incoming executive for working through this. She knows that it is not 

an easy job this year. The teachers will really appreciate the efforts. Tara thanked families for the Terry 

Fox treats and let new families know that there will be an opportunity for a welcome probably around the 

first or second week of October. She reassured everyone that although there won’t be Halloween parties 

with treats from families, they will still be having fun. What they may do is reach out to parents 

throughout the fall to ask for contributions of pre-packaged, individually wrapped, store bought items for 

birthday parties. They really appreciate the generosity. 

Traffic 

Finally, Tara has been outside seeing the traffic and continues to liaise with Bylaw Officers and the West 

Vancouver police department, who have been out there quite a bit. She’s very concerned about the safety 

of the children. This morning, she was very firm (some people may not have been very happy). People are 

doing U-turns, they’re stopping in the streets and letting children out in the middle of the road in the 

downpour. Someone's going to get hit, someone's going to get hurt. Tara implores everyone to take their 

time and plan accordingly. She understands routines and timing can be a challenge in the mornings but 

safety is always first. Please have the children use the crosswalk. They cannot dart across the street. She 

said she was so tense from what she saw that morning she was almost shaking and that it felt like an 

accident was going to happen. She’d like everyone to be aware that they are operating in a school zone. 



There are 438 children getting to school within 20 minutes. If anything happened, she would never live it 

down, and parents wouldn't either. 

Questions for Tara Z. 

A parent had concerns regarding the spread of the virus in different schools and that the protocols are not 

really making a safe place for the children and staff. The parent wanted to know what options were 

available if parents decided not to send their kids to school for a couple of days. The parent had a phone 

call from someone who said that if you don’t send your kids to school that your kids will lose their spot in 

the school. The parent found this not acceptable. Tara answered that it is true, this is the District’s stance. 

Right now the remote learning option is completely closed in West Vancouver schools. Up until 

September 30, the District is giving families the option to not send their child for a day or two if they're 

nervous or concerned. The District of West Vancouver has said (it's not Tara’s rule) people have three 

options for their child after September 30. If the situation is the same as today, parents can send their 

child to in-person instruction (100% at school).  Their second choice is they may register on the British 

Columbia website for distance learning, or the third choice is they may homeschool. If options 2 or 3 are 

chosen, schools are not able to hold a spot for the child. There have been the two cases in West Vancouver 

schools, and they were handled swiftly and effectively and there have been no other cases since. They are 

doing the best they can. The protocols are working and they are excellent.  Tara has spoken to some of her 

colleagues in the other 59 school districts in British Columbia and a lot of those teachers and 

administrators don't have clear protocols from their districts. They don't have a lot of information and 

some of them are making things up as they go. In her opinion, there's nowhere else in the world that she’d 

rather be teaching and leading. She feels that right now our superintendent and our district leadership 

team have been phenomenal. Every day we have messages from them, and the protocols are very clear. 

The parent asking the question asked if there was any way to contact the District directly. Tara answered 

that those questions go through her and to be in touch.  

Sydney S. said to Tara that a question came up on the chat. A parent was wondering if there’s going to be 

any guidance for grade seven students  transferring to secondary school. Tara answered that every year 

they have a very clear process as to how the transition works for our students.  However, she doesn't 

have a crystal ball. Usually, there is a conversation with the counsellors at the three West Van public high 

schools discussing transition plans, and then there is communication with parents and students. All that 

information will come out just before spring break and after spring break of every school year.  

 

8. TREASURER’S REPORT (Dina D.) 

BUDGET REVIEW 

Monique S. posted the profit loss and balance sheet. Dina D. explained that the past year looks a little 

different with Covid changing our lives unexpectedly which consequently changed last year's profit. 

However, She said it wasn't too bad and some profit was made despite some loss.  Usually, the financial 

AGM report is based on the last fiscal year. But this year the PAC had some reimbursements in July. 

Therefore, the report runs until September in order to account for all the transactions. As we go through 

the report, there are different fundraising categories. For instance, there wasn’t any family barbecue and 

therefore no income from that. There was the card project, the disco, only one movie night, Santa’s 

workshop, school supplies. These all did great and met their targets. We were really lucky that some 



generous families donated their gala tickets. Even though the gala did not take place, we had around 

$6000 from this large fundraiser. There was a reimbursement in July for $3600. Therefore, the actual 

profit for the large fundraiser is around $6000.  Moving down to other income categories, there was the 

BC gaming grant and WVSD 45 payments and expenses as usual. The profit shows around $14,000 but it 

was actually around $11,000 because of the gala ticket donations and reimbursements in July. Dina D. 

summarized that the expenses and income balanced out the profit. Moving on to the balance sheet, there 

is around $7000 in the BC gaming grant account. The PAC receives this every year and there is another 

$8000 coming into the account late September/early October raising it to $15,000. The operating account 

has around $82,000. WVSD trust account has around $6000, and the GIC’s (about $60,000) rolls over 

every year unless it is needed. There were no questions for Dina D. 

 

9. Vote for 2020-21 Budget (Monique S.) 
 
Proposed Budget 2020/21 

Monique S. explained that this year’s budget was very tricky to write given how much is unknown about 

what will happen this year. Typically PAC drafts a conservative budget with concrete plans to raise 

adequate funds to balance the expenses. Because of this PAC has a large amount of savings, including the 

$11,000 profit from last year. In June, when the executive began considering this, they asked the question, 

is it okay to go into the savings or is it better to take everything out, be prudent, and end the year 

balanced? This was discussed among last year's executive. It was discussed with the DPAC and it was 

discussed further in the June 2019 PAC meeting. The consensus at all levels was that if there was ever a 

rainy day year this was it. The PAC will approach this budget from this perspective, looking at what could 

be possible as of this September. The budget that was written in June was amended based on what is 

known now. Probably not everything will run, but if we are in a place where the PAC can do more, the PAC 

most likely can do more fundraising. The goal would be to run whatever fundraising is possible, while 

respecting where the PJ community is at in terms of volunteering their time and offering their financial 

support. Monique S. posted the budget.  

1. Admin Expenses - Admin expenses are typical of any given year. However, the PAC 

would like to build some e-commerce functionality into the website to make it easier 

going forward with Spirit Wear sales, eventual ticket sales or any other sales that arise. 

The logistics of paper forms and getting in and out of the school is really challenging 

right now and it seems timely to put everything online. PAC has added $500 to 

communications based on an initial quote and $60 to banking to upgrade PAC’s banking 

account to handle direct payments.  

2. Streaming equipment for School - Under capital expenditures, the school has 

requested help with the purchase of a tripod and audio equipment, so that they can 

stream assemblies to the classrooms and do more virtually. This expense would come in 

under $1,000, and as it's a capital expenditure it would come directly out of our savings. 

3. PJ Legacy - There is an annual playground maintenance and equipment provision of 

$500. PAC can maintain the grounds for PJ community park beyond what facilities 

handle. Mme Zielinsky and our park coordinator Michelle Morgan will help direct where 

and how this is spent. 



4. Musical - This year was slated for a musical year. With the present limitations, an 

in-person theatrical performance is definitely impossible. However, there's continued 

parent interest in offering and potentially leading some sort of virtual production or 

theatrical musical opportunities. Should things be more encouraging in the spring, the 

PAC will look into. Mme Zielinsky is open to exploring possibilities. This was originally a 

$3,000 provision for musicals, but it was changed to $2,000. This comes as a 

recommendation to cover related costs of a digital production and post production costs. 

5. Sentinel Scholarship - The scholarship for Sentinel students was created and voted on 

as a two year program to reward a PJ alumni at Sentinel carrying on to university. This 

would be year two and therefore, kept in the budget to honor the previous vote and 

commitments.  

6. PJ School Expenses - Under PJ school expenses there are discretionary funds and 

similarly there are additional discretionary funds under the principals budget. These 

funds are regular amounts the PAC gives to teachers, counselors learning support to use 

at their discretion for educational enhancements in their classroom. The PAC is planning 

to add on some speakers to the Zoom Pac meetings. Often speakers are secured without 

fees, but a little bit was added into the budget in case the PAC would like to get someone 

and has some money to pay for it. 

7. Emergency Preparedness - Emergency Preparedness goes to replace our emergency 

kits in the bins outside. No buses will be used for any field trips this year, this usual 

expense has been removed from the budget. Other expenses is an annual amount that is 

used at the PAC’s discretion for different expenses that arise. For example, in the past it 

was used to purchase a new fridge.  

8. Regularly PAC funded programs - Mme Zielinsky is committed to try to run whatever 

regular Pac funded programs are possible. There is no definitive answer on what will be 

possible yet. Therefore, all these programs have been included in the budget; programs 

such as the health and body education with Saleema Noon, bike safety for grade fours 

and fives, and St. John’s Ambulance First Aid for grade six and sevens. PAC put a down 

payment on the Dance in School program which was supposed to run last year and has 

been postponed to this year. PAC would like to mark all the holiday celebrations doing 

them in a new, creative way. A regular budget amount has been left for everything that is 

a possibility.  

9. Santa’s Workshop - Santa’s workshop shows up on the fundraising side. It is an event 

we typically do every year, where families donate items, the gym is transformed into 

Santa’s workshop and students shop for family members. The regular format will not be 

possible but some sort of modified event. Further brainstorming on this is needed.  

10. Fete d’Hiver (Quebec Winter Festival) - The Winter Festival usually involves a crepe 

luncheon for kids and  a skate with Bonhomme. The parent made lunch will definitely 

not be possible but there may be another way to make this event special for the kids.  

11. Community and Cultural Events - The community and cultural events include 

celebrations like Lunar New Year and Norouz, which have been amazing in educational 

and interactive experiences with parent volunteers. Obviously we can't get the same 

format with parent volunteers attending, but it would be wonderful to do something 

different or virtual in its place. PAC will be going ahead this year with purchasing a PJ 

tree for the Dundarave Festival of Lights and the kindies make and hang decorations.  



12. Sports Day - Typically,  we offer a lunch on Sports Day but don’t know yet what it will 

look like in the spring.  

13.  Welcome Back Coffee/New Parents Wine and Cheese - The Welcome Back Coffee 

and New Parents Wine and Cheese were canceled this year and removed from the 

budget. There will be some sort of staff appreciation at the end of the year though likely 

not in the form of a donated lunch.  

14. Grade 7 Grad Celebration and Quebec Trip - The Grad celebration has been increased 

to $1600 as there is an extra full division of LFI sevens this year. The numbers have 

increased from the 60’s up to the 80’s which is significantly higher. The same will be true 

next year as we have another LFI six added this year as well. The Grade seven Quebec 

trip is a PJ tradition and the PAC gives an annual subsidy of $12,000 to support this 

school. Travel outside of the province is not possible this year. However, Mme Zielinsky 

is exploring the possibility of an alternative trip in BC in the spring. This is up in the air 

at this point, but the PAC felt it important to leave in the amount should the trip be 

possible. 

Monique S. came back to income. No food programs are allowed to run in term one and after that it's still 

to be determined. There possibly could be a food program running sooner than later, which is fantastic. 

But accordingly the estimated term one revenue from fun lunch and the gelato monthly has been 

removed. The budget accounts for the remaining two terms if they were allowed to run. All movie nights 

and discos will not run this year. The PAC can run school supplies, Mabel’s Labels and Spirit Wear. The 

Spirit Wear projected revenue increased by $200 as it has been more successful in the last two years and 

there’s more students this year. There are new products like masks and there may be another student 

designed garment or hoodie contest later in the year. It is yet to be determined whether or not a modified 

Santa’s workshop is possible. Similarly, the babysitting and Stay at Home classes offered in the spring are 

uncertain at this point. But as they’re unknowns, they have been left in the budget. The art card project 

will not run this fall as the teachers will initially have a lot on their plates. However, the program 

potentially could run in the spring. Should everything run as included in the budget, the PAC would need 

an additional $17,560 in fundraising to balance the year. This would either come from a series of smaller 

fundraising, or a large virtual event or initiative in the new year. The PAC has begun brainstorming here 

and there's a lot to consider. Depending on how this year goes, the volunteer appetite, the stress level of 

families will guide how the PAC will go about this. If the PAC goes the route of a virtual event, the work 

done last year for the cancelled gala could be utilized. Sponsors were secured and the auction platforms 

were created. There's a lot of work the PAC could jump off from. Alternatively, the PAC could do a virtual 

celebration of PJ and then include an opportunity to raise donations for those that wanted and were able 

to. If things go sideways, fundraising is hampered or becomes inappropriate, then expenses incurred by 

the PAC would come out of savings. If the PAC is no longer able to fundraise, then all the programs most 

likely won’t run.  

There were no questions. Monique S. took a vote (via a poll) in favor or against supporting the budget. 

“Are you in favor of the proposed 2020/21 PAC budget?” Sydney S. advised that 75% of people have voted 

which would be enough. Monique S. shared the poll results. 100% of everyone that voted was in favor. 

79% of everyone voted. Monique S. thanked everyone for supporting this unusual budget for the year, for 

supporting the PAC and making this year great for the children. 

10. Volunteer Call (MONIQUE S.) 



Monique S. advised that there won’t be the same opportunities this year for parents to volunteer in the 

classroom. Most opportunities are going to be centered around a few key celebrations, fundraising 

initiatives and helping maintain the PJ Park. Monique S. requested that if anyone thinks they might want 

to help out in any shape or form, to add their name, email and the area they are interested in to the chat. 

Monique S. highlighted volunteer opportunities. 

1. Volunteer Coordinator - This is currently a vacant position and is mainly. It is mostly an 

administrative role to organize and create volunteer signup pages on the volunteer app. Monique 

S. doesn’t believe it'll be a huge role this year, but that it would be fantastic to have someone in 

the role so that the PAC has someone to help organize the people. 

2. Fundraising Coordinator - If there is anyone interested in helping organize and plan 

fundraising efforts, Raquel L., PAC’s fabulous fundraising coordinator would love to share and 

mentor someone else in the role. Raquel L. is a grade seven parent and it's her last year at the 

school. It would be great to get someone else that could possibly help take over next year, or even 

just help this year. 

3.  Santa’s Workshop - As was spoken about earlier, the PAC would really like to try and keep the 

major celebrations and traditions in some way this year. The PAC would like to have a few people 

help brainstorm and plan events such as Santa’s Workshop. It’s definitely not possible in its 

present form. Santa’s Workshop involves a donation to the community during Christmas and 

therefore, it would be great to find a way to be festive in a less elaborate way but sort of hits 

these marks. 

4. Fête d’Hiver - The crèpe luncheon is cancelled, but it would be great to do something else from 

the PAC to help make the celebration special this year. This doesn’t run until the new year. There 

is time to plan. 

5. Lunar New Year and Norouz - These cultural events have both been amazing educational and 

fun events held during school time and usually with lots of hands-on activities. There can’t be the 

same parent interaction, but perhaps the PAC could plan and prepare something for the teachers 

to include in their classrooms. It would be great to have some people involved in. These are also 

in the new year. 

6. Large Fundraiser - PAC could use more people to brainstorm and plan a large fundraising 

initiative for the spring. As mentioned before, what the PAC does will depend on the 

circumstances, but it would be great to get people thinking about it now. 

7. PJ Park - Michelle M. thanked Lisa B. as the outgoing PAC Chair and congratulated Monique S. 

Michelle M. described the PJ Park as a flagship in the community and as Tara said earlier, there 

will be more focus on outdoor spaces. Thus, the community is so lucky to have the park. Michelle 

M. explained a lot of the forest area and the wetland was spearheaded and conceived by PJ 

parents. The role of the PJ Park Committee is to maintain the upkeep of the park but also to help 

teachers to access it for outdoor education. Last year there was a before school garden club, 

which won't be the case this year. Two divisions took part in a big invasive weed pull in the forest 

area. It's a great way for parents to be involved with the school. How can people be involved this 

year? Michelle M. spoke to Mme Kate who said there is more interest than normal from teachers 

to take on their own garden box. Mme Kate has three divisions signed up so far she's expecting 

more to come. People can support outside school hours. Tara Z. advised people would be able to 

come a half hour before school and a half hour after school (before 8:00 am and after 3:30 pm). 

Outside those times is off limits. Michelle M. will create a Google signup sheet. Anyone can 

volunteer with or without their child. The garden club will be cleaning up the garden boxes, doing 



some weeding, some planting and helping the teachers. People can also help virtually. PJ has 

support from a Master Gardener from UBC named Jane Sherrott through Kate Goertzen. Jane can 

provide support for those who don't have a green thumb. Michelle M. would like to invite anyone 

who would like to join the PJ Park Committee. Volunteers don't need to know anything about 

gardening. She asked that if interested to put names and emails in the chat and she  will be in 

contact. Once names are in the email list, people will be advised about what’s available to them. A 

link will be sent so they can sign up. 

8. Fun Lunch - Monique S. said there might now be a chance to have Fun Lunch available. 

Volunteers will be needed, not in the kitchen necessarily but in other areas. She will send a 

message out. 

11. COMMUNICATIONS TIPS (STEPH L.) 
Steph L. shared her screen and went through a few helpful ways to find information about what's going 

on in school. 

1. E-bulletin 

2. PAC Website www.ecolepjpac.com - Find information about the PAC meetings, fundraisers (a lot 

of fundraisers are on hold right now) etc. The calendar is very helpful because everything that’s 

planned so far is in there for the year. The order form for Spirit Wear can be found on the web 

site. If there’s anything people can’t find on the website, people can go to the Ask a PJ Parent 

option. 

3. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter - The handles for these are all @ecolepjpac. Basically, most 

important and current items are posted. 

There were no questions regarding communications. 

12. NEW BUSINESS (MONIQUE S.) 
Monique S. posted the poster for Spirit Wear. She thanked Sandra B. for rolling out the Spirit Wear sales 

this year and Julia K. as well for helping to get it going. Monique S. mentioned it was tricky navigating all 

the different new rules and trying to minimize any going in and out of the school for anything. There are 

masks available this year and Sandra B. is going to get a prototype in the next couple weeks so people can 

see for sizing. She noted that the correct pricing is on the  order forms on the website. The paper order 

forms that went home had a misprint on one of the prices. People can contact Sandra B. with any 

questions. Nobody else has new business. 

13. QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS (MONIQUE S.) 

None at this time. 

14. ADJOURNMENT (MONIQUE S.) 

Monique S. thanked the attendees for their support and was pleased with the huge turnout. 

Meeting closed at 8:27pm. 

http://www.ecolepjpac.com/


 


